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Abstract
In [Hodosh et al., 2013], we establish a ranking-
based framework for sentence-based image de-
scription and retrieval. We introduce a new dataset
of images paired with multiple descriptive captions
that was specifically designed for these tasks. We
also present strong KCCA-based baseline systems
for description and search, and perform an in-depth
study of evaluation metrics for these two tasks. Our
results indicate that automatic evaluation metrics
for our ranking-based tasks are more accurate and
robust than those proposed for generation-based
image description.

1 Introduction
Over the last few years, the challenge of developing systems
that associate images with natural language sentences that
describe what is depicted in them has received a significant
amount of attention. Initially, this has been posed as a natu-
ral language generation task, in which systems have to auto-
matically produce novel sentences (e.g. [Farhadi et al., 2010;
Ordonez et al., 2011; Gupta et al., 2012; Kuznetsova et al.,
2012; Mitchell et al., 2012]). In contrast to these approaches,
we propose to frame sentence-based image description as
the task of ranking a pool of (previously unseen) captions
for each test image. This establishes a natural parallel be-
tween sentence-based image description and sentence-based
image search, and allows models to focus on the semantic
question of whether a sentence provides a correct descrip-
tion of an image. But the main advantage of using a ranking-
based framework is that it allows for large-scale quantitative
evaluations that enable a direct comparison of different sys-
tems. Our in-depth comparison of evaluation metrics shows
that metrics previously used to evaluate generation-based ap-
proaches such as BLEU [Papineni et al., 2002] or ROUGE
[Lin, 2004] show much weaker correlation with human judg-
ments than those that can be used for ranking-based tasks.
We also provide crowdsourcing-based methods to produce
benchmark datasets to train and evaluate image description
systems, and release an initial version of such a dataset.

∗This paper is an extended abstract of the Journal of Artificial
Intelligence Research publication [Hodosh et al., 2013]

2 Contributions of this Work
Our paper makes the following contributions:

• We release a dataset of images that capture a wide range
of everyday actions and events, each paired with five
sentences that describe what is depicted in them.

• We introduce a ranking-based framework to evaluate
systems on a sentence-based image description and a
sentence-based image retrieval task.

• We develop a number of strong baseline systems. In
contrast to prior work, we show that explicit object and
scene detectors may not be required to perform well on
this task. We focus on linguistic features, and show that
models that capture lexical similarities and word order
outperform simple bag of words approaches.

• We compare several automatic evaluation metrics for
this task, and show that ranking-based metrics correlate
better with human judgements than other metrics such
as BLEU or ROUGE.

3 A Dataset for Image Description
We argue that the captions that are used to train and evaluate
image description systems need to provide explicit descrip-
tions of what is depicted in the image. However, Gricean
maxims [Grice, 1975] imply that the captions that people nor-
mally provide for images do not simply restate what can be al-
ready observed from the image, but instead provide additional
information or context. We therefore argue that datasets that
consist of images and captions from newswire [Feng and La-
pata, 2010] or Flickr [Ordonez et al., 2011] are not directly
suitable for the task that we have in mind.

In this paper, we present two datasets with captions specif-
ically created for sentence-based image description: the PAS-
CAL VOC-2008 dataset and the Flickr 8K dataset. Each im-
age in these datasets is associated with five different captions
that describe the entities and events depicted in the image
that were collected via crowdsourcing (Amazon Mechanical
Turk). By associating each image with multiple, indepen-
dently produced sentences, our dataset captures some of the
linguistic variety that can be used to describe the same image.
An example from our Flickr8K dataset is shown in Figure 1.
As illustrated by this example, different captions of the same
image may focus on different aspects of the scene, or use
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A man is doing tricks on a bicycle on ramps in front of a crowd.
A man on a bike executes a jump as part of a competition while the crowd watches.
A man rides a yellow bike over a ramp while others watch.
Bike rider jumping obstacles.
Bmx biker jumps off of ramp.

Figure 1: An example of an image from the Flickr 8K dataset. Each of the captions literally describe what is being depicted in
the photograph while also mentioning different entities and exhibiting linguistic variation

different linguistic constructions. The PASCAL VOC-2008
dataset consists of 1,000 images randomly selected from the
training and validation set of the PASCAL 2008 object recog-
nition challenge [Everingham et al., 2008]. The larger Flickr
8K dataset features 8, 092 “action” images of scenes featuring
people and animals.

4 Image Description as a Ranking Task
In order to advance the state of the art of sentence-based im-
age description, we sought to design a task to quantitatively
and accurately evaluate image description models. We argue
that image description is, at its core, a semantic problem: all
systems that perform this task need to capture the quality of a
sentence as a description of an image (e.g. through an affinity
function or probability distribution).

Much of the related work has focused on models that pro-
duce novel captions for images, e.g. [Kulkarni et al., 2011;
Gupta et al., 2012; Kuznetsova et al., 2012; Mitchell et al.,
2012]. But since these systems have to generate sentences
that are not just accurate, but also grammatically correct
and appropriate for the image, we argue that framing im-
age description as a natural language generation task intro-
duces syntactic and pragmatic difficulties that distract from
the underlying semantic question. Moreover, evaluating these
machine-made captions relies on the repeated collection of
human judgments, which are difficult to compare across ex-
periments, or automatic scores such as BLEU or ROUGE,
that we show to be unreliable metrics for this task.

In order to measure how well a model understands the rela-
tionship between an image and the space of appropriate cap-
tions that can describe it, we propose to evaluate systems di-
rectly on man-made captions. This naturally casts the prob-
lem as a ranking or retrieval task. We hold out a pool of im-
ages and their corresponding captions, and evaluate for each
test image how well the system ranks the caption of that im-
ages over the captions of all other test images. This also
allows us to evaluate the problem of sentence-based image
description in the same framework as sentence-based image
search. In both cases, systems are expected to return a query-
dependent ranking over the pool of possible responses (cap-
tions for image description, images for image search), and in
both cases, the pool contains one item that was originally as-
sociated with the query. This allows us to define a number
of metrics that can be computed automatically. Since it is im-
portant to measure the average rank of the correct response, as
well as how often the correct response appears among the top
few results, we measure recall at a number of fixed ranks k

(R@k , for k ∈ {1, 5, 10}), which corresponds to the percent-
age of test queries for which the correct response was among
the top k results, as well as the median rank r of the correct
response among all test queries.

5 Our Image Description Models
In order to capture the association of images and text, we
sought to project images and text into a shared latent ‘se-
mantic’ space, using a technique known as Kernel Canoni-
cal Correlation Analysis (KCCA) [Bach and Jordan, 2002;
Hardoon et al., 2004]. Given a set of images and their
corresponding captions’ (kernelized) feature representations,
KCCA learns projections such that the representation of im-
ages and the captions that describe them are maximally cor-
related in a new common space. Unlike most of the re-
lated work e.g. [Farhadi et al., 2010; Kulkarni et al., 2011;
Li et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2011; Ordonez et al., 2011;
Mitchell et al., 2012], we therefore, do not need to define an
explicit semantic representation that consists only of a fixed
number of scenes and objects that are each predicted by pre-
trained detectors. Furthermore, [Kuznetsova et al., 2012]
specifically evaluate on a subset of images on which their
detectors work well. It is also unclear how well these ap-
proaches generalize beyond the PASCAL VOC-2008 dataset,
since it consists of in-domain images on which the detec-
tors may have been trained. In our experiments, we fo-
cus on developing and analyzing the effects of more ad-
vanced text representations, and fix the image representa-
tion to a baseline spatial pyramid kernel [Lazebnik et al.,
2009] over basic color, texture, and SIFT [Lowe, 2004;
Vedaldi and Fulkerson, 2008] features.

Since bag-of-words representations ignore the word order
within a sentence, they may lose important contextual infor-
mation, despite their strong word overlap: ‘A small child
with red hair playing with a large brown dog on white car-
pet’ looks quite different from ‘A small white dog playing
with a large red ball on brown grass’. To capture word or-
der information, we use a subsequence string kernel [Shawe-
Taylor and Cristianini, 2004]. Due to the brevity of our image
captions, this kernel was truncated to subsequences of up to
length three.

Different situations, events, and entities of photographs can
be described in a myriad of ways; however, a basic text kernel
captures only exact word matches. We extended our text ker-
nel to use a lexical-based similarity kernel to allow for “par-
tial matches” to better capture when two words or phrases
describe the same concept. Our final model incorporates two
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Image Retrieval: Rank of the original item

R@1 R@5 R@10 Median r

NN 2.5��� 4.7��� 7.2��� 272.0���

BOW1 4.5��� 14.3��� 20.8��� 67.0���

BOW5 5.8�� 16.7��� 23.6��� 60.0���

TAGRANK 5.4��� 17.4��� 24.3��� 52.5���

TRI5 6.0��� 17.8��� 26.2��� 55.0���

TRI5SEM 7.6 20.7 30.1 38.0

Table 1: Model performance as measured by the rank of the
original image or caption. R@k: percentage of queries for
which the correct response was among the first X results.
Median r: Median position of the response in the ranked list
of results. Superscripts indicate statistically significant differ-
ence to TRI5SEM (�� : p ≤ 0.05, ��� : p ≤ 0.01). BoW1 is
the Bag of Words baseline using 1 caption per training image,
BoW5 is with all 5 captions, TagRank [Hwang and Grauman,
2012], TRI5 is the baseline using the subsequence string ker-
nel [Shawe-Taylor and Cristianini, 2004], and TRI5SEM is our
final model incorporating lexical semantics. For the image
annotation results, see [Hodosh et al., 2013]

kinds of similarity. We learn a novel alignment-based similar-
ity on our corpus through the machine translation IBM Mod-
els 1-2 [Brown et al., 1993] to capture directly when nouns
and verbs can refer to the same object. In addition, we use
distributional similarity to capture co-occurrence information
to push sentences on the same topic closer together. During
training, we pool the responses of all five captions, in order
to get a more robust and accurate picture of what is important
about an image which transfers even when testing on only one
response.

In Table 1, we show that training on five captions of an
image, as well as using lexical similarity and subsequence
kernels significantly increased performance over a baseline
nearest-neighbor method, a bag of words kernel trained on
one or five captions per image, and the text kernel of [Hwang
and Grauman, 2012], which has had success on related tasks.

6 An Analysis of Evaluation Metrics
Generation-based image description systems typically return
a single caption for each image, whereas ranking-based sys-
tems return a ranked list of captions. This difference has im-
plications for evaluation. In our analysis of evaluation met-
rics, we were guided by two questions: 1. How well do au-
tomatic evaluation metrics for single captions correlate with
human judgments? and 2. How well do automatic evaluation
metrics for our ranking task correlate with human judgments?

To answer the first question, we had “experts” (students
at Illinois who we trained for the task) grade the quality of
the first retrieved annotation for each test image on a scale
from 1 to 4. Since BLEU [Papineni et al., 2002] and ROUGE
[Lin, 2004] scores are commonly used to evaluate generation-
based systems [Ordonez et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2011;
Kuznetsova et al., 2012], we compared them against these hu-
man judgments. Our results indicate that BLEU and ROUGE

are not useful metrics for this task. BLEU in particular failed
to reveal statistically significant differences between systems
that the “experts” identified. Across multiple thresholds for
both BLEU and ROUGE, and the expert scores, we found that
the correlation with experts maximized at Cohen’s κ = 0.72
and 0.54, respectively. However, this required a threshold
that typically occurred only when the returned caption was
the one that was originally written for the image. To more re-
alistically measure the quality of ‘novel’ captions, we remove
the query from the reference captions. This reduces the cor-
relation to κ = 0.52 and 0.51. When only a single reference
caption per image is available (as in [Ordonez et al., 2011;
Grubinger et al., 2006]), the correlation further decreases to
κ = 0.36 and 0.42.

To evaluate the quality of the ranked lists returned by our
system, we had to collect human judgments on a much larger
scale. But by directly annotating image caption pairs from
our test pool, these judgements can be reused, facilitating
comparison between future models. For the top 10 results
returned by each of our systems, we collected simple binary
judgements through Crowdflower.com at the cost of 0.9¢per
image caption pair. We found that these binary scores corre-
late strongly with the “expert” scores (κ = 0.79) while being
much more efficient to collect. Since each image may now
have multiple relevant captions, we used R-precision [Man-
ning et al., 2008] and “success @k” metrics. While these
metrics suggest that the R@k scores underestimate perfor-
mance, we also show that the scores that rely only on the po-
sition of a gold response may be a suitable proxy when human
judgements are unavailable, since they result in system rank-
ings that correlate very strongly (with Spearman’s ρ of up to
0.97) with those that take human judgments into account. Our
analysis suggests that the evaluation of ranking-based image
description can be automated.

7 The Current State of Related Work
Since publication, there has been a significant amount of
progress utilizing our work.

We have released a larger dataset (Flickr30K) containing
over 30,000 images [Young et al., 2014]. In [Gong et al.,
2014], we present the first image description evaluation on
Flickr30K, and show that a CCA-based approach can benefit
significantly from the incorporation of Flickr meta-data.

Following our crowdsourcing approach to collect multiple
captions per image, Lin et al. [2014] have recently released
the first version of the Microsoft Common Objects in Context
(COCO) dataset, which currently contains over 82,000
training images and 40,000 validation images harvested from
Flickr that are each associated with five captions. Such larger
datasets are crucial for this task, since their size should allow
for a more meaningful exploration of the subtleties and rarer
phenomena of language.

[Elliott and Keller, 2014] also evaluate automatic metrics
for image description. Their findings concurred with ours
and they suggested using either Meteor [Denkowski and
Lavie, 2014], a modified smoothed BLEU score [Clark et
al., 2011], or the ROUGE-SU4 variant (skip bigram with a
maximum gap of 4 tokens) for novel text.
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The Flickr30K and COCO datasets have made it
possible for recent advances in deep learning for this
task. For example, state-of-the-art neural network vi-
sion features such as VGGNet [Simonyan and Zisser-
man, 2014] have been shown to be expressive enough
to significantly increase performance independent of
text and multimodal modeling [Mao et al., 2014;
Kiros et al., 2014]. Regarding the question of how to
use neural networks on the language side, there are currently
two schools of thought, both utilizing Recurrent Neural
Networks (RNNs) [Elman, 1990] or Long Short-Term
Memory Networks (LSTMs) [Hochreiter and Schmidhuber,
1997]. One set of models seek to maximize the probabil-
ity of generating a sentence token by token, conditioned
on the image e.g. [Mao et al., 2014; Kiros et al., 2014;
Vinyals et al., 2014; Chen and Zitnick, 2014]. The other
school of thought is more similar to our KCCA-based
approach in that they use deep-learning to induce a com-
mon semantic space for complete sentences (or pieces
of text) and images e.g. [Karpathy and Fei-Fei, 2014;
Kiros et al., 2014]. The first has the advantage of being able
to produce novel captions directly (rather than via a second
decoder model), while the latter can more directly perform
image search as well as annotation and avoids the need to
directly model the distribution of the language.

8 Conclusion
In this work, we have introduced a novel dataset for sentence-
based image description and have proposed to evaluate
sentence-based image description systems on a ranking task.
We have shown that this task lends itself to automatically
computable evaluation metrics that correlate highly with hu-
man judgments. Ranking-based evaluations are now com-
monly used by image descriptions papers and we continue to
question the usefulness of using BLEU or ROUGE scores, as
these metrics fail to correlate strongly with human judgments.
Although our models predate recent significant advances and
jumps in performance, we have shown that this task can be
done without explicit detectors on the vision side, and that
significant increases in performance can be obtained on the
language side by moving beyond simple bag-of-words mod-
els.
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